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Annotation: the article aims to visualize the system of memorization and

memorization of foreign words of the subject “computer supply” in the memory of

students,  including the training carried out  in  higher  education mausses.  Some

mnemonists  achieve  the  ability  to  quickly  remember  a  large  volume,  even

meaningless material,  thanks to  the fact  that  they are  used to applying various

artificial methods in mastering. But the use of artificial methods to improve the

depth  of  memory  efficiency  is  considered  to  be  secondary  and  auxiliary.  The

article  uses  mnemonics  '“TOG  T-arjima  (word  translation),  O-braz  (image

selection to words) G-ormonization (visualization)” method to visualize foreign

words of the science of “computer supply”, which expands the scope of learners '

mastery  of  subjects  from the  sciences  and  simplifies  understanding  unfamiliar

words.  As a  result,  it  provides  a  convenient  opportunity  for  both  educators  to

correctly divide the time frame for classes and to explain even large amounts of

information in a short time and to keep students in mind. 
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INTRODUCTION.  Today,  great  innovations  are  happening  in  the

education  system.  Great  opportunities  are  being  created  for  students,  and  the

volume of information that students need to master in their fields and directions is

increasing day by day.
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This requires a lot of effort from students to remember the information and

apply it in practice and life cycle processes.

The use of mnemonics is one of the effective ways to store and remember

information in the process of applying and using it.

 LITERATURE  ANALYSIS  AND  METHODS.  A  lot  of  literature  and

articles have been written on the use of the "Mountain" method of mnemonics. We

present some of them as an analysis. For example: Rahmonov Shahrukh-Mirzo's

book  "Perfect  memory"  analyzes  the  methods  of  memorizing  and  memorizing

foreign words for science.

Shahrukh  Mirzo  Rahmonov  and  Iskandar  Sattibayev's  manual  "Word

Memorization  Secrets"  covers  the  methods  of  quick  memorization  of  English

words,  mnemonics  and  the  fundamental  laws  of  mnemonics,  memorizing  and

remembering words using the Tog method.

In the article, the method of using the "Mountain" method of mnemonics

in passing the subject of computer support in higher education institutions is given.

Today,  students  have  to  memorize  a  large  amount  of  information  in  various

subjects.

 How to help students better master new knowledge, and most importantly,

to not forget the information they learned immediately after passing the tests in

subjects, it is necessary to use the mountain method of mnemonics. [6]. 

RESULT  AND  DISCUSSION.  We  use  the  "mountain"  method  of

mnemonics  to  memorize  words.  Here  the  question  arises,  what  is  the  TOG

method? This is the TOG method

T- Translation (translation of words)

O- Image (choosing an image for words)
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G- Hormonization (imagination)

When using the "Mountain" method, we need to find the translation of the

words, add images to them, and visualize those words with our imagination. When

choosing an image, if you choose a very scary or very funny image, it will be easy

for people to remember it. It will be necessary to repeat every week.

For example:

1. If we take the word "dush" from Russian, the translation is "heart" and now we

will choose an image for this word. -Repeat 6 times face to face, don't limit your

imagination, Einstein said that imagination is stronger than knowledge.

2. Выжить – to survive, let's imagine which word is similar to the word business

card, imagine you are in a world war, you are shot in the leg and there is a place far

away to get a business card, you have to go here no matter what imagine looking at

that place vyjit- vyjit you have to survive.

3. Тяжелий – the translation of heavy, let's introduce the image of Tyajeli-camel,

imagine a camel standing on one side of the scales, the scales broke due to the

weight of the camel.
In the next process, let's take a look at the foreign words that the 1st-year

students of mathematics and informatics majors of Pedagogical Higher Education

Institutions are likely to learn from the training sessions of Computer Science.

Topic  1:  maintenance  of  a  personal  computer  and  its  types,  programs  and

hardware, software.

Hardware, software, system, aplication, program, package, office

1- subject: computer generations and their classification, computer architecture and

principles of operation.

Electronic,  numerical,  integrator,  and,  calculator,  mother,  board,  central,

protsessor,  unit,  random,  access,  memory,  hard,  disk,  drive,  video,  graphic,

adapter, mother, board, basic, input, output, system, complementary, metal, oxide,
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microsoft, office, word, super, computer ,super, personal, parallel, program, driver,

processor, apple, gateway

1. Result: In the subject "Computer supply" of higher educational institutions,

we  will  consider  the  visualization  of  some  foreign  words  using  the

"Mountain" method.

For example:

2. Desktop-ish stoli. Obraz is a "window" and you have a desk in front of the

window, and it is on that desk that you do your tasks every day when you go

to work, and it is very convenient for you that this desk is in front of the

window.

3. Hard- difficult The image is "Letter", imagine that you are on a long journey,

it was very difficult for you to send a letter to your family.
4. Memory- memory The image is the "architect",  imagine that the architect

told you all the drawings and views in his memory to build your house, and

you chose the most convenient and popular option.

Town- city. Image "roof" Imagine that you are dancing on the roofs of city

houses, and the people of the city are looking at you in amazement.

Compact- compact. Image "Team" Imagine that you are the most compact player

in the football team, and because of this, in many situations, the players will throw

at you. This luxury will often betray you.

5. Vinchester-vinchestr. Obraz “ventilyator” 

SMART- smart Image "Watch" Imagine you lost your smart watch on the

way back from an existing study or the bad guys stole it and with this smart watch

they can find you. CASE- case Image "Bald" Imagine you went to the hairdresser

and got your hair shaved off and you have a big bald spot on your head.
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CONCLUSION: In conclusion, we would like to say that when using the

mountain method of mnemonics, follow the following. We will prepare 3 boxes:

 the words you want to memorize in the first box;

- words memorized in the second box;

-  put  problematic  words  in  the  third  box,  words  that  are  difficult  to

memorize, that is, words that are difficult to imagine, and we will take it and repeat

it every week.

Repetition  of  these  methods  is  very  useful,  a  person  named  Damenik

Obrien is a person who memorized 3,000 words in two days using this method and

set a record 8 times in the world championship.

 If  you want  to  learn  a  language and go to  training courses,  you will

memorize 3,000 words in a year and a half.
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